MEMPHIS AND SHELBY COUNTY ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT

STAFF REPORT

#2

DOCKET NUMBER: B.O.A. 13-23 City B.O.A. MEETING: June 26, 2013
LOCATION:

666 Riverside Drive
(Southeast corner of Riverside Drive and Georgia Avenue)

OWNER/APPLICANT:

Trezevant Enterprises

REQUEST:

1) Use Variance – A variance to 7.2.5C to establish a Self-Service
Storage Facility
2) Bulk Variance – A variance to 7.2.5 D.(5 ) to allow a drive thru
window to a commercial building

EXISTING LAND USE & ZONING: Office/warehouse Building in the Bluffview
Residential (BR) District

RECOMMENDATION
Approval with Conditions
Staff Writer: Don Jones

Email: john.jones@memphistn.gov

CONCLUSIONS:
Use Variance - Taking into account the number and proximity of residential properties in each cardinal
direction from this site, the request to re-purpose this former industrial office/warehouse to a commercial
self-storage function seems reasonable.
As a practical matter, this is a two story building that was designed, both internally and externally, as
warehouse with an office. Short of a complete demolition and rebuild of this site, repurposing this
building to a use to attract residential and commercial traffic rather than industrial traffic is in keeping
with the spirit of the regulations. The Bluffview Residential regulations do recognize the value in
retaining existing structures.
Bulk Variance - The future use shown on the site plan as bank or retail will contribute to the overall
mixed use character of the area. The location of the drive thru is designed to limit the visibility and
landscaping can be added to further restrict street level views.
However, some of the Permitted Uses have extended hours of operation and the use of a drive thru
window with speakers could prove to be problematic for adjacent residential uses. Staff recommends a
time limit for any use that includes an outside speaker system.
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SURROUNDING LAND USES AND ZONING:
North:

Residential condominium units in the Riverside Residential (RR) District and single
family attached and detached units in the South Bluffs Planned Development (PD 91-330)

South:

A convenience store with gasoline sales and warehousing uses in the Bluffview Residential
(BR) District

East:

A warehouse in the Bluffview Residential (BR) District

West:

Multi-story residential condominiums River Tower and the Horizon Tower
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STAFF ANALYSIS:
General Location and Setting
The subject property is a 2 acre lot located at the southeast corner of Riverside Drive and
Georgia Avenue in the south downtown area of Memphis.
This site is the former location of the Cummins Diesel office and warehouse. The current site
includes a parking area in front of the building and vehicular access into the building from bay
doors located at the Riverside frontage and the Georgia frontage.
Within the immediate setting of this site are 3 multi-story buildings developed as residential
condos. The 648 Riverside Condos are located on the opposite side of Georgia Avenue, and the
Horizon Tower and the River Tower condominiums are located on the opposite side of
Riverside Drive from the subject property.
The Land Use and Zoning Map on Page 3 also indicates a number of other residential
developments to the north, east and south of the subject area as wells as a mix of commercial and
warehousing uses to the east and south of the subject.
South Central Business Improvement District (SCBID) – Bluffview Residential
The general boundaries of the SCBID Special District are Union (N) to Crump Blvd (S) and the
Mississippi River (W) to Danny Thomas Blvd (E). Within this Special District the areas are
subdivided into seven zoning districts. Each of these districts includes a set of permitted uses
and other requirements and restrictions that apply to the prevailing character of that area.
Overall, the intent of the Special District is to encourage and promote new development that
includes a mix of uses with a pedestrian orientation.
The Purpose and Intent of the District are listed below:
Building Objectives:
a. Retention of historic buildings.
b. Preservation and restoration of historic elements.
c. New design that is compatible with and enhances the unique architecture and historic
character of the district.
Land Use Objectives
To include a variety of land uses that are compatible with the existing buildings and
complimentary to the unique architectural characteristics of the Loft Residential Area.
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Public Amenity Objective
a. To provide an attractive and comfortable environment with public amenities that will
reinforce the unique architectural characteristics of the Loft Residential Area.
b. Encourage housing, first floor retail, and corner store type neighborhood commercial
establishments indicative of mix-use districts. This variety of land uses will increase the
level of street activity and encourage an “around the clock” presence of people. Encourage
land uses that are pedestrian-oriented and do not require severe alterations to historic
structures in order to accommodate autos.
In the Bluffview Residential District, Self Service Storage is not listed among the “Additional
Permitted Uses. Similarly, a drive thru window is specifically prohibited under the Additional
Requirements, 7.2.5 D. (5.).
Request and Justification
The applicant’s letter of intent, see appendix, states that the applicant, Trezevant Enterprises,
intends to continue the on-going improvements to the site with the goal of cleaning up a blighted
corner of the SCBID Bluffview Residential District and attract new tax dollars through
increased sales and property values.
Use Variance - With respect to the existing building, the former Cummins Diesel Office and
Warehouse, the applicant offers that due to the varying ground floor elevations and lack of
window and door apertures of the existing building, the structure does not practicably lend itself
to the commercial uses listed as permitted in Section 7.2.5. The proposed re-use of the building,
internal self storage can accommodate the varying floor heights without major modification.
In response to the findings of fact, attached to the appendix, the applicant states that “The
variance will allow the developer to utilize the historic building while providing a mixture of
compatible and complimentary commercial and residential uses – A direct objective of the
Bluffview Residential District.”
Bulk Variance - The proposed free standing commercial building was originally intended to be
incorporated into the existing building. However, the same reasons that were stated in the Use
Variance section above apply to converting part of the building to a retail commercial use. So,
the applicant has chosen to locate a second free-standing building on the site at the corner of
Riverside Drive and Georgia Avenue.
In the findings of fact, the applicant states, “the most likely retail uses for the proposed corner
building are those that would typically include a drive thru window a drive thru window in
today’s market. Trezevant Enterprises has attempted to add this component in a way less visible
to the primary street by locating it on the interior side of the proposed corner building as it relates
to the site and existing building.” Landscaping at this point on the site will further limit its
visibility.
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Review of Request :
Use Variance - Taking into account the number and proximity of residential properties in each
cardinal direction from this site, the request to re-purpose this former industrial
office/warehouse to a commercial self-storage function seems reasonable. While some of the
nearby residential properties will have access to on-site storage, others may not or may require
additional storage.
As a practical matter, this is a two story building that was designed both internally and externally
for warehouse with an office. Short of a complete demolition and rebuild of this site, repurposing
this building to a use to attract residential and commercial traffic rather than industrial traffic is
in keeping with the spirit of the regulations. The Bluffview Residential regulations do recognize
the value in retaining existing structures.
While this facility will be developed with storage units that are accessed from within the
building, access to the loading/unloading docks will be gained from one of the bay doors along
Georgia Avenue. This location is directly across from the Riverside Condos on the opposite side
of Georgia Avenue. For this reason, the staff is recommending that access to the storage units
from these doors be limited to the hours of 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
Bulk Variance – The site plan shows a 6,000 square foot building located at the northwest corner
of the site. A second building on the site is permitted by zoning. The future use shown on the
site plan as bank or retail will contribute to the overall mixed use character of the area. The
location of the drive thru is designed to limit the visibility and landscaping can be added to
further restrict street level views.
The prohibition in the Bluffview text is consistent with the intent to of the regulations to
encourage pedestrian activity and limit automobile oriented uses. The drive thru could be
eliminated from this request and many of the “Additional Uses Permitted”, see UDC 7.2.5 C.(2),
would not be negatively impacted.
It is unlikely that a Bank, which would be an appropriate use in this area, would be attracted to
the site without a drive in window or ATM service. A review of the Additional Uses Permitted
reveals a couple of permitted uses that due to their potential hours of operation could be
problematic for the adjacent neighbors to the north. A Restaurant, with or without the Sale of
Alcoholic Beverages, and Retail Sales, which could include a drug store, are good uses within a
mixed use district but both could include the use of the drive thru window with an outdoor
speaker and in the case of a drug store 24 hour service. The Additional Uses Permitted in the
Regulations were in intended to be uses that would accommodate walkup traffic as well as drive
up traffic.
While the staff is supportive of the variance request, there is a need to place a condition with the
recommendation that any drive thru window that includes a speaker system shall be limited to
the hours of 8 am to 10 pm.
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Approval with Conditions

1.

Building A: Entry to the Self Storage Facility by the Garage Doors shall be limited to the
hours of 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

2.

Building B: The use of a speaker system for the drive thru windows shall be limited to 8
a.m. and 10 p.m.
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GENERAL INFORMATION:
Street Frontage:

Riverside Drive ………. +/- 212.50
Georgia Avenue ……… +/- 400.00’
Kansas Street ……….. +/- 338.37
West Carolina Avenue ..+/- 50’

Zoning History:
The SCBID Special District Plan and Comprehensive Rezoning was
approved by the Memphis City Council in November of 2002.
______________________________________________________________________________
DEPARTMENTAL COMMENTS:
The following comments were provided by agencies to which this application was referred:
City Engineer:

The City Engineer has no objection to the
variance

Memphis Fire Department:

No comments received

City Board of Education:

No comments received

OPD-Plans Development:

No comments received

OPD-Regional Services/Transportation:

No comments received

City Real Estate:

No comments received

OPD-Construction Code Enforcement:

No comments received

Memphis, Light, Gas & Water:

No comments received

Memphis & Shelby County
Health Department:

No comment.

Bell South/ATT:

No comment received.

MATA:

No comment received.

Downtown Memphis Commission:

See Page 18

Neighborhood Associations:
South Main Historic District Assoc
French Fort Neighborhood Assoc
South Memphis City Beautiful Club

No comments received
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Letters of Opposition

See pages 19 & 20

Appendix:

Pages 21-25

Letter of Explanation
Response to Findings of Fact
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